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Powerful 
e-learning platform

 provides abundant 
resources to support blended 
learning environment
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Effective blended learning
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  Flexible learning experience

Oxford iSolution e-learning 
platform and e-Activities 
provide learners with a flexible 
learning experience in our 
all-in-one e-learning platform.

A user-friendly system 
to facilitate classroom 
management

e-Activities

Power Tools 
for Writing

e-Assessments

Personalized 
e-textbooks

Multiple device 
management (MDM)

Windows

Turn on/off MDM

Black screens

Page flip control

Student status

Android

iOS

Multi-platform e-textbooks
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Besides attracting students’ 
attention, on-page animations 
and mini-dictionary also help 
them understand the reading 
texts and learn vocabulary in 
an active way.

 Interactive learning process

On-page animations

Mini-dictionary Click  on the e-textbook 
page to watch the animals 
come to life.
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Polling

Audio sharing Text sharing

Peer evaluation

Photo sharing

e-Share

Interactive e-sharing platform to facilitate collaborative 
learning and enhance communication skills 

 Interactive learning process
Blending printed textbooks with e-Activities
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  Effective self-directed learning

FLIP your classroom with our 
ready-made pre-class videos

Flipped classroom with auto-marked exercises

Auto-marked e-Dictation

Auto-marked e-exercises to track learning 
progress and evaluate personal performance 



e-Assessments provides online 
assessments with detailed 
reports to help teachers monitor 
individual or group learning 
processes and outcomes.
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  Effective self-directed learning
e-Assessments
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Grammar videos

Motivating videos to arouse students’ interest in 
learning the language in context

Animated videos

  Effective self-directed learning
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 Motivating and engaging

Gamifying your lessons through 
interactive language games

Scan the QR code. Tap the  icon. Then 
insert your phone into the VR glasses. Watch 
the video for an immersive experience.

Language games

VR 360 videosAR photo app

Try me!



Class 1A 

Language  
features 

1 
Get 

ready! 

Language  
features 

Language  
games 

2 
Get set! 

Text type  
features 

Know  
my task 

Brainstorming Sentence  
pattern 
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Publishing the final products

Brainstorming with mind maps

Sharing ideas through e-Share

Power Tools for Writing

From brainstorming to sharing, to publishing, 
Power Tools for Writing provides all-round 
support to lead your students to complete 
their writings with no difficulties.

 Motivating and engaging
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